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Liquid crystalline (LC) photo sensitive materials capable of forming mirror-symmetry broken mesophases
are of great interest to produce nano-structured materials for optical and photonic applications. Herein
we report how mirror-symmetry breaking could be controlled in photo sensitive supramolecular poly-
catenars by alkyl chain engineering. For this purpose, three new series of supramolecular photo-
switchable multi-chain complexes (polycatenars) formed by intermolecular hydrogen bonding interac-
tion between azopyridines with one variable terminal chain as the proton-acceptors and Y-shaped or
taper shaped benzoic acids having either two or three terminal chains as the hydrogen bond-donors were
synthesized. The LC self-assembly of these supramolecules was characterized by differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC), polarized optical microscopy (POM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD). Depending on the
number and length of terminal chains spontaneously chiral isotropic liquid (Iso1[ *]) as well as two differ-
ent types of three dimensional (3D) bicontinous cubic phases are observed, which are either chiral
(Cubbi[ *]/I23) or achiral (Cubbi/Ia3

�
d). Moreover, UV light irradiation leads to the first fast and reversible

photoinduced transformation between chiral and achiral 3D cubic phases as well as between a chiral
crystalline and a chiral cubic liquid crystalline phase.
� 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access articleunder the CCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Spontaneous mirror symmetry breaking in achiral liquid crys-
talline (LC) compounds is of special interest as it opens the door
for providing an efficient way to produce chiral materials, thus
being important from a scientific point of view, as well as for appli-
cations in functional materials [1–3]. Spontaneous ambidextrous
chirality in LCs could be indicated by the observation of chiral con-
glomerates, which were found in mesophases formed by different
classes of LCs. For example, bent-core LCs can form chiral domains
in the optically isotropic dark-conglomerate (DC) phases, as well as
in the fluid birefringent nematic (N) and SmC phases [4–14].
Another example is the chiral fluid twist bend nematic phases
(NTB) formed by bent dimesogens [15,16]. Non-covalent interac-
tions, such as hydrogen bonding, has been applied as a very suc-
cessful way to produce nanostructured functional LCs [17–19].
Intermolecular interactions either hydrogen or halogen-bonding
between complementary components, which are in most cases
non-mesomorphic, produce LCs with lamellar or columnar phases
[20–24]. Inducing LC phases by hydrogen bond formation is known
for dimers formed by 4-alkyl(oxy)benzoic acids, cyclohexane car-
boxylic acids or between benzoic acids and pyridine moieties
[25–27]. More examples of LC materials with complex superstruc-
tures were also constructed by hydrogen-bond formation [28–33].
One of the interesting LC phases designed by H-bonding is the
bicontinuous cubic phase (Cubbi) phase. The dimers formed by
intermolecular H-bond formation between 40-n-alkoxy-30-nitrobi
phenyl-4-carboxylic acid molecules (ANBCs) represent the first
examples of LCs exhibiting Cubbi phases [34,35]. Later, hetero mix-
tures of ANBCs with 3,5-dialkoxybenzoic acids [36–38], and 2,4-
diaminotriazines [39] were also found to form Cubbi phases. Cubbi
phases are three dimensional (3D) LCs phases, representing inter-
woven networks of branched columns (Fig. 1b,c) characterized
by their isotropic appearance under crossed polarizers and are very
interesting from applications point of view by providing fast
charge transport due to their 3D network structures [40–44].
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic representation for the hydrogen-bond donors and acceptors yielding photoswitchable aggregates. (b) The double-gyroid achiral bicontinuous Ia3
�
d

phase having two networks with opposite chirality (red and blue) [47]. (c) The model proposed for the ambidextrous chiral I23 phase with three continuous networks [54]. (d)
The development of the helical twist by the clashing of end groups attached to rod-like cores in the networks. (b) and (c) were reproduced from Refs. [46,49], by permission
from Wiley-VCH and RSC, respectively.
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Alkyl chain engineering has been used in the recent decades for
the induction of Cubbi phases by connecting more than only one
alkyl chain to the ends of extended rod-like aromatic-core units
i.e. polycatenar molecules and supramolecular aggregates
[45,46]. By adjusting the volume, length and mode of distribution
of the alkyl chains along the hydrogen bonded polyaromatic rods
their self-assembly is modified by softening their hard-core inter-
actions and by modification of the interfacial curvature between
the nano-segregated aggregates of the rods and the surrounding
chains. As the formation of mirror-symmetry broken liquid and
LC phases is associated with network formation, a fine tuning of
the lipophilic chains is often used to achieve the required degree
of intermaterials interface curvature. Wide ranges of Cubbi phases
were found to be formed by taper shaped polycatenars in which
the terminal alkyl chains are distributed non-symmetrically at
2

both ends of the aromatic core [47–53]. Moreover, mirror symme-
try breaking was observed in the triple network Cubbi phases with
space group I23 (Cubbi[ *]/I23, Fig. 1c)[47,49–51,54] as well as in
some cases in isotropic liquids assigned as Iso1[*] phases [48]. In
addition to the chiral Cubbi[ *]/I23 phase, the achiral gyroid double

network Cubbi phase (Ia3
�
d, Fig. 1b) was also formed by polycate-

nars [40]. As shown in Fig. 1d, chirality arises from the helical pack-
ing of the crowded rod-like molecules with their long axes
perpendicular to the local network direction. In addition, by alkyl
chain engineering the twist angle between the rods is modified,
which can be used to switch the space group of the cubic lattice

between Iad and I23 [49,50]. The Cubbi/Ia3
�
d phase is achiral

because of the opposite helix sense in the two enantiomorphic net-
works forming this phase cancels each other (thus forming a meso-
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structure). In the I23 phase there are three networks and the over-
all chirality cannot be canceled leading to ambidextrous mirror
symmetry breaking with chiral conglomerate formation [40,54].

The introduction of a photo switchable chromophore such as an
azobenzene unit in the chemical structure yields light-responsive
functional LCs because of the fast and reversible trans–cis photoiso-
merization upon light irradiation [55–65]. Photo switchable LCs
phases are of special interest as their optical properties could be
manipulated with light and therefore could be exploited for opto-
electronic, tuneable photonics, and sensing devices [66–71]. Opti-
cal switching between lamellar and cubic phases was
successively achieved and reported by Kutsumizu et al. [72,73].
The first examples of supramolecular photoesensitive polycatenar
LCs designed by either hydrogen-bonding [74]or halogen-
bonding supramolecular [75] were reported by our research group.
The hydrogen-bonded polycatenars A6/Bm (Fig. 1a) exhibit chiral-
ity synchronization in the Cubbi[ *]/I23 phases as well as in the Iso1[*]

phase formed by the shortest homologue [74]. Very recently, the
effect of aromatic core fluorination on the chiral network forma-
tion of A6/Bm systems was investigated in detail [76]. As noted
above the size and shape of the core as well as the length of the ter-
minal chains are important factors which control the physical
properties of LCs [77–80].

Herein, we use alkyl chain engineering in designing new LCs
aiming to control the type of Cubbi phases as well as network for-
mation in the isotropic liquids exhibited by hydrogen-bonded
supramolecular LCs systems (Fig. 1a). For this purpose, three new
series of supramolecular polycatenars were designed and synthe-
sized (A10/Bm, C6/Bm and C10/Bm, see Scheme 1). The first type
of these supramolecular polycatenars (A10/Bm) is formed by inter-
molecular H-bond formation between a taper-shaped triple chain
benzoic acid derivative (A10) and azopyridine derivatives (Bm) ter-
minated with one alkoxy chain, while the other two types (C6/Bm
and C10/Bm) are formed between the same azopyridine derivatives
Bm and double chain Y-shaped benzoic acid derivatives (C6 and
C10). Depending on the number and length of the terminal alkyl
chains of the benzoic acid derivatives, these supramolecular
dimers show a series of chiral and achiral Cubbi phases, mirror-
symmetry broken isotropic liquids (Iso1[ *]) and columnar (Col)
mesophases. Moreover, the first fast and reversible photoinduced
transformation between chiral and achiral cubic phases was suc-
cessfully achieved. with these new supramolecules.
2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis

The synthesis of the new H-bonded supramolecules (A10/Bm,
C6/Bm and C10/Bm) is shown in Scheme 1. The proton acceptors
4-(4-alkoxyphenylazo)pyridine Bm were synthesized as described
before [60,81], while the synthesis details of the benzoic acid
derivatives A10, C6 and C10, as well as for the final supramolecules
are given in the supporting information (SI). Homogenous melting
and stable LC mesophases were observed for all supramolecules
(Table 1 and Table 2).
2.2. Characterization

The formation of hydrogen-bonded 1:1 complexes between the
4-phenylazopyridines Bm and the benzoic acid A/6 was discussed
and proven in previous work by IR spectroscopy and by the
absence of DSC peaks corresponding to the transitions of the indi-
vidual components [76]. Likewise, the formation of the supramole-
cules between the complementary components An and Bm was
confirmed by the transition temperatures of the 1:1 complexes
3

An:Bm = An/Bm (Table 1), which are distinct from the values of
individual components as confirmed by differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) and polarized optical microscopy (POM). In the
DSC curves all supramolecules do not show any transition of the
pure azopyridine dervatives nor of the pure acids (see Figs. S8-
S12), and only transition peaks of the newly formed hydrogen-
bonded supramolecues could be observed (see Fig. 3).

POM was performed using a Mettler FP-82 HT hot stage and
control unit in conjunction with a Nikon Optiphot-2 polarizing
microscope. The associated enthalpies were obtained from DSC-
thermograms which were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer DSC-7, heat-
ing and cooling rate: 10 K min�1.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed for selected complexes
(A10/B8, B10 and B14, C10/B8, B14, and C6/B14, see Tables S3-
S18 and Figs. S11-S20). High-resolution small angle powder
diffraction experiments were recorded on Beamlines BL16B1 at
Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF). Samples were held
in evacuated 1 mm capillaries. A modified Linkam hot stage with
thermal stability within 0.2 �C was used, with a hole for the capil-
lary drilled through the silver heating block and mica windows
attached to it on each side. h-calibration and linearization were
verified using several orders of layer reflections from silver behen-
ate and a series of n-alkanes. A Pilatus detector was used for SAXS.
The phase transitions of all complexes are collated in Table 1 and
Table 2.

Photo switching experiments were performed using Hönle
bluepoint LED eco with 365 nm head with maximum output of
14 W/cm2.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Self-assembly of the four-chain supramolecules An/Bm

Before discussing the LC behaviour of the hydrogen-bonded
complexes, it should be noted that all of the pyridine-based com-
pounds Bm are non-mesomorphic i.e. crystalline solids with rela-
tively low melting temperatures (see Table S1, Fig. S11,12), while
the hydrogen-bond donor i.e. the benzoic acid derivative A6 with
three hexyloxy chains is a hexagonal columnar LC (Colhex, ahex = 5.4-
nm) with a high clearing temperature at �246 �C [74]. Because of
the very similar structure of the acid A6 compared to A10 with the
three hexyloxy chains replaced by three longer decyloxy chains
and based on the observed optical textures (see Fig. S7a), the acid
A10 is also considered to exhibit a Colhex phase between 128 and
230 �C (see Table S2 and Fig. S8). The formation of this phase is a
result of dimer formation between the free carboxylic groups lead-
ing to hexacatenar supramolecules with six symmetrically dis-
tributed terminal chains [74]. Upon H-bond formation with the
azopyridine derivatives having only one alkyoxy chain different
phase sequences of cubic network phases, in some cases accompa-
nied by columnar mesophases, are observed for all resulting 1:1
complexes An/Bm (see Table 1 and Fig. 2).

The phase behaviour of the supramolecules A6/Bm was dis-
cussed in detail in our previous communication [74]. However
for comparison reason the transition temperatures of A6/Bm as
well as for the newly reported aggregates A10/Bm are collected
in Table 1 and represented graphically in Fig. 2.

The complex formation between An and Bm leads to the sup-
pression or reduction of the Colhex phase range exhibited by the
pure acids An and the induction of new LCs phases. This means
that the hexacatenars formed by hydrogen bonding between the
benzoic acids An are replaced by non-symmetric tetracatenars
An/Bm involving benzoic acid pyridine H-bonding and having only
four terminal chains distributed in 3 + 1 fashion at both ends of the
extended aromatic core. This alkyl chain substitution pattern is



Scheme 1. Synthesis of the azopyridines Bm, the benzoic acids A10, C6, C10 and the hydrogen-bonded 1:1 complexes (A10/Bm, C6/Bm and C10/Bm).
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known to support the formation of Cubbi phases as well as Iso1[ *]

phases due to the smaller average number of alkyl chains which
reduces the interface curvature and leads to a transition from non-
branched columns in the Colhex phase to three-way branched net-
works in the Cubbi phases [60,62].

For all supramolecules A10/Bm, only the phase transitions
between LC phases as well as the melting and crystallization are
visible in the DSC curves. This is not affected by the used heating/-
cooling rates (5, 10 and 20 K min�1). However, all phase transitions
could be optically observed under POM (Fig. 2 and Table 1). In all
LC phases exhibited by these supramolecules, the WAXS scattering
is completely diffuse with a maximum around 0.45 nm confirming
the existence of LC phases without fixed positions of the individual
molecules (Figures S19-S21).

As can be seen from Table 1 and Fig. 2 the shortest supramole-
cule A10/B8 of the series A10/Bm exhibits two different types of LC
phases. Upon heating A10/B8 from the birefringent crystalline
solid a highly viscous and optically isotropic mesophase is
observed, which remains over �20 K. Under slightly uncrossed
4

polarizers this isotropic phase does not show chiral domains, indi-
cating the presence of an achiral cubic phase (Fig. 4a,b). On further
heating the viscosity of the sample does not change but chiral
domains, (assigned with [*]) could be observed between not fully
crossed polarizers in the temperature range of this second cubic
phase till the transition to the highly fluid isotropic liquid state
which is achiral again (Fig. 4c,d).

The chiral conglomerate indicates a chiral Cubbi[ *] phase [47]. On
cooling A10/B8 from the isotropic liquid the achiral Cubbi phase is
observed for a short range �5 K, while the range of the chiral
Cubbi[ *] phase is increased to �96 K compared to �67 K on heating.
It is also interesting that the formed weakly birefringent crystalline
phase on cooling the Cubbi[ *] phase is also chiral, having the chiral
domains at the same positions as observed for the Cubbi[ *] phase.
This indicates that the chirality information of the Cubbi[ *] meso-
phase is transferred to the crystalline state resulting in the forma-
tion of a mirror-symmetry broken crystalline phase (Cr[*], Fig. 4e,f).
No such Cr[*] phase is observed for the homologous complexes
A10/m with larger m.



Table 1
Phase transition temperatures (T/�C), mesophase types, and transition enthalpies [DH/kJ mol�1] of the supramolecular complexes An/Bm.a

Complex n m Phase transition

A6/B874 6 8 H: Cr 124 [30.3] � 187 [0.1] Cub bi
[ *]/I23 196 [0.1] Iso1[ *] 200 [0.1] Iso

C: Iso 190 [�0.1] Iso1[ *] 183 [�0.1] Cub bi
[ *]/I23 75 [�24.8] Cr[*]

A6/B1074 6 10 H: Cr1 115 [12.2] Cr2 128 [45.4] Cubbi
[ *]/I23 201 [0.9] Iso

C: Iso 195 [�0.8] Cub bi
[ *]/I23 75 [�38.8] Cr

A6/B1274 6 12 H: Cr 123 [54.5] Cub bi
[ *]/I23 191 [1.4] Iso

C: Iso 182 [�1.9] Cub bi
[ *]/I23 87 [�45.4] Cr

A6/B1474 6 14 H: Cr 92 [31.4] Cub bi
[ *]/I23 184 [1.9] Iso

C: Iso 177 [�2.1] Cub bi
[ *]/I23 < 20 Cr

A10/B8 10 8 H: Cr 80 [31.5] Cubbi/Ia 3
�
d 100 [�] Cub bi

[ *]/I23 167 [�] Iso

C: Iso 159 [�0.4] Cubbi/Ia 3
�
d 155 [�] Cub bi

[ *]/I23 59 [�37.7] Cr[*]

A10/B10 10 10 H: Cr 100 [40.4] Cub bi
[ *]/I23 160 [�] Cubbi/Ia 3

�
d 167 [�] Iso

C: Iso 160 [�] Colhex 147 [�0.5] Cub bi
[ *]/I23 60 [�38.4] Cr

A10/B12 10 12 H: Cr 98 [37.9] Cub bi
[ *]/I23 147 [0.5] Cubbi/Ia 3

�
d 154 [�] Colhex 172 [�] Iso

C: Iso 171 [�] Colhex 133 [�] Cub bi
[ *]/I23 47 [�34.4] Cr

A10/B14 10 14 H: Cr 69 [45.2] Cub bi
[ *]/I23 141 [0.5] Cubbi/Ia 3

�
d 159 [�] Colhex 175 [�] Iso

C: Iso 173 [�] Colhex 114 [�0.4] Cub bi
[ *]/I23 32 [�24.2] Cr

aPeak temperatures as determined from 2nd heating and 2nd cooling DSC scans with rate 10 K min�1; abbreviations: Cr = crystalline solid; Cubbi/Ia3
�
d = achiral cubic phase

with Ia3
�
d lattice; Cubbi

[ *]/I23 = chiral cubic phase with I23 lattice, forming a chiral conglomerate; Colhex = hexagonal columnar phase with p6mm lattice; Iso[*] = chiral isotropic
conglomerate liquid; Iso = achiral isotropic liquid; for complete structural data, see Tables S6 and S19.

Table 2
Phase transition temperatures (T/�C), mesophase types, and transition enthalpies [DH/kJ mol�1] of the supramolecular complexes Cn/Bm.a

Complex n m Phase transition

C6/B8 6 8 H: Cr 119 [35.5] Cubbi/Ia 3
�
d 173 [0.2] Iso

C: Iso 166 [�0.5] Cubbi/Ia 3
�
d 90 [–33.0] Cr

C6/B10 6 10 H: Cr 127 [30.3] Cubbi/Ia 3
�
d 157 [0.2] Iso

C: Iso 139 [�0.2] Cubbi/Ia 3
�
d 76 [�26.9] Cr

C6/B12 6 12 H: Cr 117 [44.7] Cubbi/Ia 3
�
d 157 [0.3] Iso

C: Iso 151 [�0.4] Cubbi/Ia 3
�
d 71 [�41.0] Cr

C6/B14 6 14 H: Cr 99 [28.7] Cubbi/Ia 3
�
d 157 [0.7] Iso

C: Iso 151 [�0.9] Cubbi/Ia 3
�
d 58 [�31.7] Cr

C10/B8 10 8 H: Cr 118 [42.3] Cubbi/Ia 3
�
d 183 [2.0] Iso

C: Iso 178 [�1.7] Cubbi/Ia 3
�
d 111 [�14.5] Cr1 94 [�21.4] Cr2

C10/B10 10 10 H: Cr[*] 103 [37.4] Cubbi
[ *]/I23 178 [1.6] Iso

C: Iso 176 [�0.1] Iso1[ *] 167 [�0.7] Cubbi
[ *]/I23 94 [�35.6] Cr[*]

C10/B12 10 12 H: Cr[*] 108 [29.1] Cubbi
[ *]/I23 183 [0.7] Iso1[ *] 200 [0.3] Iso

C: Iso 188 [�0.3] Iso1[ *] 174 [�0.4] Cubbi
[ *]/I23 90 [�27.5] Cr[*]

C10/B14 10 14 H: Cr 103 [33.9] Cub/Ia 3
�
d 150 [�] Cubbi

[ *]/I23 185 [2.1] Iso
C: Iso 179 [�1.0] Colhex 173 [�0.4] Cubbi

[ *]/I23 89 [–23.2] Cr

aPeak temperatures as determined from 2nd heating and 2nd cooling DSC scans with rate 10 K min�1; for abbreviations see Table 1; for complete structural data, see
Table S19.
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Fig. 2. Phase transitions of: (a) the new H-bonded supramolecules A10/Bm and (b)
the previously reported A6/Bm supramolecules as observed by DSC and POM on
heating (lower bars, red arrows) and on cooling (upper bars, blue arrows) with
10 K min�1; Rn is the total number of C-atoms in the lipophilic chains (3n + m).
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To study both cubic phases in more detail, the supramolecule
A10/B8 was further investigated by X-ray diffraction with a syn-
chrotron source (Fig. 5 and Tables S3-S5). Upon heating two
intense diffraction peaks are observed at �90 �C in the lower tem-
perature achiral Cubbi phase which are indexed to (211) and (220)

reflections known for a Ia3
�
d lattice with a cubic lattice parameter

of acub = 13.15 nm (Fig. 5a) confirming a double network gyroid
cubic phase [40]. Moreover, the additional much smaller scatter-

ings at higher h-values fit also with the Ia3
�
d space group. In the

higher temperature chiral Cubbi phase the most intense peaks
can be indexed as (321) and (400) reflections of a I23 lattice
(Fig. 5b and Table S4) [76]. The lattice parameter of this chiral cubic

phase is acub = 21.58 nm and thus 65 % larger than that in the Ia3
�
d

lattice (acub = 13.15 nm). The increased lattice parameter is in
agreement with a transition from a double network to a triple net-
work Cubbi phase [54]. The structures of the two different Cubbi
phases was further confirmed by the reconstruction of electron
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

Cr[*]

Cub/I23[*]

Cooling

Iso

Iso

Cub/Ia3d

Cub/I23[*]

Cub/Ia3d

En
do

T / °C

Cr

A10/B8

Heating

a)
_

_

b)

Fig. 3. DSC traces for the supramolecular complexes: (a) A10/B8 and (b) A10/B10 with
shown in Figs. S19-S21.
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density maps based on the obtained diffraction patterns, which

show the double network structure of the Ia3
�
d phase and the

triple-network structure of the I23 phase (Fig. 5c,d).
Upon cooling A10/B8 from the isotropic liquid, a small range of

an achiral Ia3
�
d phase appears before the chiral I23 phase, as indi-

cated by the absence of any chiral conglomerate texture in the
highly viscous and optically isotropic cubic phase. Additional sup-
port comes from SAXS investigation, showing the typical diffrac-

tion pattern of a cubic phase with Ia3
�
d space group (Table S5).

However, in this Ia3
�
d phase the lattice parameter acub = 12.32 nm

at 160 �C is significantly smaller than in the low temperature Ia3
�
d

phase observed at 90 �C on heating (acub = 13.15 nm, see Tables 1
and S6).

The next longer hydrogen-bonded supramolecule with m = 10,
i.e. A10/B10, shows an inverse phase sequence Cubbi[ *]/I23? Cubbi/

Ia3
�
d on heating (for XRD data, see Tables S7-S9 and Figs. S14).

Moreover, on cooling from the isotropic liquid the achiral double

network Cubbi/Ia3
�
d phase is completely replaced by a hexagonal

columnar phase (Colhex with ahex = 6.17 nm, see Fig. 6b and
Table S9) followed by the chiral Cubbi[ *]/I23 phase, which is
retained till crystallization (see Table 1, Fig. 6a). For the longest
supramolecules A10/B12 and A10/B14 phase sequences involving
three different LC phases are observed on heating (Cubbi[ *]/

I23 ? Cubbi/Ia3
�
d ? Colhex/p6mm) and in the cooling cycle the

Cubbi/Ia3
�
d phase is completely removed while only the Colhex/

p6mm and Cubbi[ *]/I23 phases are observed (see Fig. 2 and Table 1).
The formation of the Colhex/p6mm phase was not observed for any
of the supramolecular complexes A6/Bm with three shorter hexy-
loxy chains at the benzoic acid side, indicating that the formation
of this columnar phase requires long alkyl chains. The reason for
Colhex phase formation is that thermal alkyl chain expansion
increases the aromatic-aliphatic interface curvature which then
leads to the transition from branched columns in the Cubbi phases
to non-branched columns in the Colhex phase.

Overall, in the series of H-bonded complexes An/Bm reported

here, there are two distinct ranges for the Ia3
�
d phase. Those of

the compounds with a total number of C-atoms in the aliphatic
chains R < 28 (Fig. 2b) and those with R > 32 (Fig. 2a). For A10/

B8 there are two Ia3
�
d phases, one formed at low temperature on

heating before the transition to I23 (Ia3
�
dLT phase), the other one

at higher temperature and formed on cooling from the isotropic

liquid state (Ia3
�
dHT). For the higher homologs of the series A10/
25 50 75 100 125 150

Colhex

Cr
Cub/I23[*]

Cooling

Iso

Iso

Cr

Cub/I23[*]

Cub/Ia3d

En
do

T / °C

A10/B10

Heating

_

heating and cooling rates of 10 K.min-1; the DSCs of the individual components are



Fig. 4. Textures of the supramolecule A10/B8 as observed on cooling in: (a) the achiral Cubbi/Ia3
�
d at T = 157 �C under crossed polarizers; (b) after rotating one polarizer from

the crossed position by 15� in clockwise direction; (c,d) in Cubbi
[ *]/I23 at T = 120 �C after rotating one polarizer from the crossed position in clockwise or anticlockwise

directions with the same angle showing dark and bright domains and in (e,f) in the chiral crystalline phase Cr[*].
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Bn with m � 8 there is no Ia3
�
dL T phase, only Ia3

�
dHT. Moreover, it

appears that there are even two distinct types of this Ia3
�
dHT phase,

that of A10/B8 occurring on cooling from the Iso phase has the
smallest acub value (12.3 nm), whereas for compounds with
m = 10,14 it occurs on heating above the I23 phase and has a sig-
nificantly larger value acub of 13.5–13.6 nm (Fig. 2a). Moreover,
all compounds with longer chains than A10/B8 form a Colhex phase

and no Ia3
�
dHT phase on cooling, though Ia3

�
dHT is observed on heat-

ing above the chiral I23 phase, followed by Colhex on further heat-

ing. This could be understood if the Ia3
�
dHT phase of A10/B8, formed

on cooling from the achiral isotropic liquid would be achiral due to
the absence of any long-range helical twist along the networks. In
this case the lattice parameter is exclusively determined by the
molecular parameters and volume effects (see Table S6 in SI) and
not by any helix pitch length, and therefore can be very different
from those of the Iad phases with helical structure [40,47]. In con-

trast, the Ia3
�
dHT phases of compounds A10/B10 - A10/B14 develop-

ing from the chiral I23 phase on heating and showing larger and
very similar lattice parameters are likely to represent helical net-
work phases, i.e. the helical organization present in the networks

of the I23 phase is retained at the transition to Ia3
�
dHT. Only at

the transition to Colhex the long-range helical pitch is lost after
removal of the network junctions. However, in order to certainly
distinguish between helical and non-helical subtypes of the Cubbi/
7

Ia3
�
dHT phase, additional resonant soft X-ray scattering (RSoXS)

investigations would be required [40,82].
It should be noted that for the complexes A10/Bm no mirror-

symmetry broken isotropic liquid phase (Iso1[ *]), like that one
recorded for the shortest supramolecule in the A6/Bm series is
observed (see Table 1 and Fig. 2). This means that Iso1[ *] phase for-
mation requires small chain volumes and is anyhow associated

with the Ia3
�
d ? I23 transition of the complexes with relatively

short chains.
3.2. Liquid crystal self-assembly of the Y-shaped three-chain
supramolecules Cn/Bm

In order to avoid the formation of Colhex phases and to further
modify the LC behaviour in these supramolecular aggregates by
alkyl chain engineering, Y-shaped benzoic acid derivatives Cn with
smaller total chain volume were used as the proton donors (see
Fig. 1 and Scheme 1). The formed tricatenars Cn/Bm have one less
alkyl chain; namely the middle chain at 4-position of the benzoic
acids Cn is removed compared to the related analogues An (see
Fig. 7 and Table 2). This modification increases the melting temper-
atures of all Cn/Bm complexes compared to the complexes An/Bm
and retains the 3D cubic phases formed by the An/Bm supramole-
cules. However, for the aggregates C6/Bm having shorter alkyl

chains at the benzoic acid side exclusively the achiral Cubbi/Ia3
�
d



Fig. 5. (a,b) SAXS diffractograms of A10/B8 on heating: a) in the Cubbi/Ia3
�
d phase at 90 �C (acub = 13.15 nm) and b) in the Cubbi

[ *]/I23 phase at 120 �C (acub = 21.58 nm); (c, d)
electron density maps of (c) the Ia3

�
d phase and (d) the I23 phase reconstructed from the diffraction data in (a, b); for numerical XRD data, see Tables S3, S4 in SI.

Fig. 6. (a) Texture of the supramolecule A10/B10 as observed on cooling in the Colhex/p6mm phase at T = 155 �C; (b) SAXS diffractogram at 155 �C upon cooling of A10/B10
(ahex = 6.17 nm); (c) reconstructed electron density map for Colhex/p6mm phase of A10/B10.
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phase is observed (see Fig. 7, for XRD data see Fig. S16 and
Table S13, S14).

Increasing the number of carbon atoms in the terminal chains of
the proton donor Cn to n = 10 instead of 6 results in the formation
8

of C10/Bm supramolecules. In this case for the shortest derivative

C10/B8 the achiral Cubbi/Ia3
�
d phase (see Fig. S17) is retained like

in C6/B8. On chain elongation mirror-symmetry breaking is
induced in the crystalline state (Cr[*]) as well as in the cubic phase
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a) b) 
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100 μm

Fig. 8. Textures of the supramolecule C10/B10 as observed on cooling in the chiral
Iso1[ *] phase at T = 170 �C: (a) after rotating one polarizer from the crossed position
in clockwise direction and (b) in anticlockwise direction showing dark and bright
domains.

Fig. 9. Development of the different network phases depending on chain volume
and temperature.
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Fig. 7. Phase transitions of the new H-bonded supramolecules: (a) C10/Bm and (b)
C6/Bm as observed by DSC and POM on heating (lower bars, red arrows) and on
cooling (upper bars, blue arrows) with 10 K min�1. R is the total number of C-atoms
in the lipophilic chains (2n + m).
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and even after transition to the isotropic liquid as observed for
both middle chain homologues C10/B10 and C10/B12. Chirality of
these phases was confirmed by the dark and bright domains
observed in the cooling cycles in the highly fluid isotropic liquid
under slightly uncrossed polarizers (Fig. 8a, b). This indicates a chi-
ral isotropic liquid, composed of a conglomerate of chiral domains
(Iso1[ *]), which is not formed by any of the A10/Bm aggregates.

The Iso1[ *] phase of C10/B10 appears only on cooling as meta-
stable phase and as enantiotropic one for C10/B12, associated with
a characteristic broad feature in the DSC traces (see Fig. S27 and
S28) and exists over temperature ranges of �9 K and �14 K for
C10/B10 and C10/B12, respectively. The Iso1[ *] phase of both com-
plexes transforms into the chiral triple network Cub bi

[ *]/I23 phase
on cooling. Because it appears adjacent to a Cub bi

[ *]/I23 phase it
seems that this Iso1[ *] phase represents a distorted version of the
I23 phase, retaining a long-range chirality synchronization due to
a local I23-like network structure in the isotropic liquid state. Sim-
ilar to A6/B8 and A10/B8 chirality could be also retained in the
crystalline state (Cr[*]) even after sample storage for several
months (Table 2).

For the longest supramolecule C10/B14 the Iso1[ *] phase is
removed and replaced by a Colhex phase on cooling from the achiral
isotropic liquid at �T = 179 �C. It is a metastable phase for a short
temperature range of �6 K followed by Cub bi

[ *]/I23 at T = 173 �C
which then transforms to a birefringent crystalline phase (Cr) at
T = 89 �C (for XRD see Table S16-S18 and Fig. S18). Upon heating

a Cubbi/Ia3
�
dLT phase is found (similar to complex A10/B8), which

transforms at 150 �C into the Cubbi[ *]/I23 phase on further heating.
3.3. Discussion of the self-assembly and mirror symmetry breaking in
the Cubbi phases

The series An/Bm and Cn/Bm cover different and partly overlap-
ping chain volume ranges (R = 26–44 and 20–34, respectively)
which leads to different sections of a common phase sequence
evolving in each of the series (see Figs. 2 and 7). The change of
the substitution pattern of the benzoic acid does not modify the
mesophase types and leads only to a slight shift of the distinct
phase ranges with respect to R. Among the Cubbi phases there is
obviously only one type of I23 phase and possibly three or even

four subtypes of the Ia3
�
d phase. The Ia3

�
d phase occurring for com-

plexes withR between 10 and 28 is replaced by the I23 phase upon
increasing the alkyl chain volume (R = 26–44; Figs. 2b, 7b). More-

over, there is a re-entrance of the Ia3
�
d lattice for complexes with

largest chain volume (R = 40–44). This sequence

Ia3
�
d ? I23 ? Ia3

�
d was previously observed in several homologous

series of polycatenar mesogens [42,49] and was attributed to an
increasing helical twist between the molecules, which modifies

the cubic space group and leads to two subtypes of Ia3
�
d phases,

the long pitch and the short pitch phases [49–51,54]. However,
in the series of H-bonded complexes reported here, there is no such
clear trend of the helical pitch length (see Tables S6 and S19). Nev-

ertheless, there are two distinct chain volume ranges of the Ia3
�
d

phase. The Ia3
�
d phase of the high chain volume complexes occurs

below I23 for A10/B8 and C10/B14 (Fig. 2a, 7a), but upon further
chain elongation it becomes a high temperature phase above I23

which competes with the Colhex phase (Ia3
�
dHT).

It appears that the type of Iad phase is not only a function of the
helical twist, but also influenced by the changing interface curva-

ture at the lamellar-columnar transition. The Ia3
�
dLT phase seems

to be stabilized by reduced chain expansion and therefore is more
considered as being derived from a lamellar phase by curvature,



Fig. 10. (a-c) Reversible isothermal photo-off–on switching of chirality as observed for A10/B8 in a homeotropic cell at T = 150 �C; (a) and (c) show chiral conglomerate
textures of the chiral I23 phase, whereas the photoinduced achiral Ia3

�
d phase in b) shows no such domains. (d-f) Switching between the Cr[*] and the Cubbi[ *]/I23 phase by

retaining chirality and conglomerate texture at T = 70�.
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whereas the formation of the Ia3
�
dHT phase is associated with ther-

mal alkyl chain expansion and thus is considered as more related
to columnar self-assembly and fusion of these columns to net-

works. Moreover, it is hypothesized that the Ia3
�
dHT phase formed

from the chiral I23 phase on heating (complexes A10/B10 – A10/
B14) retains its helical network structure and becomes a meso-
structure, but if formed on cooling from the achiral isotropic liquid

(A10/B8) the Ia3
�
dHT phase apparently evolves as a non-helical net-

work phase, like those known for lyotropic systems and polymers
and in this case only after transition to I23 a long range network
helicity develops [40]. For complexes with longer chains this achi-

ral Ia3
�
dHT phase is replaced by Colhex on cooling. On heating the

Ia3
�
dHT phase develops from the I23 phase and is retained as long

as there is sufficient network connectivity and helix synchroniza-
tion. The proposed overall picture of the development of the dis-
tinct cubic phases is sketched in Fig. 9.
3.4. Isothermal photo switching in mirror symmetry broken network
phases

The incorporation of azo units into the structures of the newly
reported supramolecules allows the possibility of studying photoi-
somerization under UV irradiation. All previously studied
azobenzene-based polycatenars elucidated the possibility of pho-
toswitching in solutions as well as between different fluid LC
phases, which in most cases represent lamellar or nematic phases
[64,65,83–87]. Only recently, successful isothermal light-induced
transformation between SmC and Cubbi phases was reported for
binary mixtures of azobenzenemolecules with 40-n-alkoxy-30-nitro
biphenyl-4-carboxylic acid or 40-n-hexadecyloxy-30-cyanobiphe
nyl-4-carboxylic acid, but not for polycatenars [72,73,88]. A break-
through came with the first report about the rapid and reversible
photo switching between chiral Iso1[ *] and achiral lamellar SmA
phases exhibited by azobenzene-based polycatenars.62 The next
issue to be addressed was to check the possibility to photo switch
between chiral and achiral cubic phases (Fig. 1b,c). To the best of
our knowledge, up to date there is no report about such transfor-
10
mation. The supramolecule A10/B8 was selected for such investi-
gations as a representative example. A10/B8 was sandwiched
between normal glass slides on a temperature controlled heating
stage and irradiated firstly in the chiral Cubbi[ *]/I23 phase at

T = 150 �C, i.e. close to Cub bi
[ *]/I23- Cubbi/Ia3

�
d phase transition

temperature, by UV light (365 nm). As obvious from Fig. 10a,b,
the conglomerate texture disappears upon irradiation
within < 3 s. This indicates that a fast isothermal transformation
from the chiral to the achiral Cubbi phase was achieved. The achiral

Cubbi/Ia3
�
d phase relaxes back to the chiral domain texture of the

Cubbi[ *]/I23 phase almost immediately after switching off the light
source (<3 s; see Fig. 10c). Therefore, this observation elucidates
the first example of a fast and reversible photoswitching between
a chiral and an achiral cubic LC mesophase.

Likewise, a photoinduced isothermal transition from the crys-
talline Cr[*] phase to the liquid crystalline Cub bi

[ *]/I23 phase at
T = 70 �C was also achieved, which is also very fast and reversible
(see Fig. 10d-f). The completely isotropic texture of Cub bi

[ *]/I23
phase relaxes back to the low birefringent texture of the Cr[*] phase
after switching the light off. In both cases the chiral domains after
switching off the light source are observed in the same regions
with the same handedness as before light irradiation. This is attrib-
uted to the high viscosity due to the 3D lattice of the cubic phases
and the storage of the chiral information at least at the interfaces
to the glass substrates. These transitions are mainly due to a shift
of the phase transition temperatures by photoisomerization. The
bent shape of the photoinduced cis-isomer shifts the phase transi-

tions Cubbi[ *]/I23 - Cubbi/Ia3
�
d and Cr[*] - Cubbi[ *]/I23 to lower tem-

peratures. Therefore, the supramolecules reported herein
represent the first examples of materials capable of photo-
switching between chiral and achiral 3D networks by light irradi-
ation. Moreover, it was also possible to photo-switch between
crystalline and liquid crystalline phases.

4. Summary and conclusions

In summary, we reported the design, synthesis, and molecular
self-assembly of new photosensitive nanostructured supramolecu-
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lar azopyridine-based polycatenars formed by intermolecular
hydrogen-bond between Y-shaped or taper shaped benzoic acids
and linear azopyridine derivatives (Fig. 1a). The formation of
mirror-symmetry broken Cubbi[ *] and Iso1[ *] phases was successfully
controlled by alkyl-chain engineering via changing the number and
positions as well as the length of terminal alkyl chains at both ends
of the supramolecules (Figs. 2 and 7). Chirality synchronization by
helical network formation was observed in the triple network
cubic phase with I23 symmetry as well as in the isotropic liquid
phase (Iso1[ *]). The Iso1[ *] phase is observed only adjacent to the
I23 cubic phase, which means that it is likely to have a local I23-
like structure. In addition to these chiral phases achiral cubic

phases with Ia3
�
d symmetry as well as a Colhex phases are observed

depending on the length of the terminal alkyl chains (Fig. 9). More-
over, the synthesized supramolecules represent the first examples
of fast and reversible photo switching by UV irradiation between

Cubbi[ *]/I23 and Cubbi/Ia3
�
d phases. This could lead to interesting

perspectives for chirality switching and phase modulation by inter-
action with non-polarized light [71], which in turn could be used to
improve the materials properties to be applied in optical shutters
and other optical, electronic, or mechanical modulation devices.
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